September 10, 2010 Scouting Report – Beautiful Weather: We smile, Christmas early?, Sub-70
soils, Rapid recovery, Few Issues, Dollar spot and White Grubs, Tim Promotes, and Nick says
“powered by Google”
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org
Smiling! “Turned the corner.” One superintendent saw it that way this week. Another sent a
weekend email and said “Merry Christmas” instead of Happy Labor Day. It was finally over – a
long, hot summer. In a week, rapid turfgrass recovery occurred and soil temperatures again read
sub-70 degrees. In a week we reflected on a year that taught us lessons. Those lessons, if
heeded correctly, will allow change... golf course and our abilities can now improve. Quickly
the mood changes of those whose lives are tied to another. Ours is tied to one who’s first name
begins with P. Not Peter, not Paul. Not even a really good golfer whose name begins with P like
Petrovic or Poulter (playing the BMW Championship Golf Tournament across the street). Our
friend’s first name is “Plant”. Usually he wears green colors. Maybe he’s Irish? We cannot
know. Plant cannot talk. He can smile. What does that look like? Deep roots and Dark green.

How it started. Mid-April, research had begun and we enjoyed our first month without deep
snow. Fairways looked good. Over winter, we planned and predicted our next season to be
difficult. You see, once every decade a harsh environment is to be expected. Settle 4-14-10
If you take care of a golf course, you’re smiling. If you take care of a home lawn, you’re smiling.
If you are taking care of a schoolyard maybe you’re NOT smiling (kids have begun to choose the
ultimate ‘short cut’ ...goat trails have begun). Anyhow, we are all happy this week except for
that grounds superintendent for USD 329. Deep roots and dark green– the turf is smiling (again).
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Weather Update
I am smiling. For example, my brief weather notes went like this... “Spoiled. We are enjoying 3
days of some of the nicest weather imaginable. It all comes to pass during the BMW in 2010. It
goes like this 79.5, 73, 72 (those are the highs), and 49.5, 46.5, 52.5 (those are the lows). Best of
all, soil temperatures have dropped below 70 and we are now at 66.8.
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A Good Trend Over 2 Weeks: Lows 40s, Highs 70s
September: Cool (crossing fingers from now on!)
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Current Issue(s)
Brief pest notes today “The only disease of significance is dollar spot.”

Dollar spot. In 30 days we have watched dollar spot rapidly progress. Drier conditions triggered
its development. In 30 days we now can see one alternative to fungicides works - DewCure.
Total curative applications of chlorothalonil required to keep dollar spot under 5% damage is 1
for DewCure. Other alternatives of EcoGuard and Rhapsody, both with antagonistic Bacillus sp.
bacteria do not. How do we know? The curative number of applications for EcoGuard and
Rhapsody is 3. Control plots without a biorational product every 14 days is also 3. Settle 9-9-10

DewCure (2 plots just applied) controls disease by reducing leaf wetness duration. Settle 9-8-10
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Future Issue(s)
Brief notes today “Our next issue will bug us–mandibles of white grubs belowground.”

Sorry Keith! An area on the fairway bentgrass variety trial fooled me. It started a week earlier –
it looked wilted although it receives plenty of irrigation. Also a week earlier two Chicago
Superintendents scouted and found 1st grub damage to Kentucky bluegrass roughs. Settle 9-1-10
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Tim Sibicky, M. S. - TSibicky@cdga.org CDGA Turfgrass Research Manager
iTurfExpo 2010, September 22, 8AM. Register now by clicking here.
registration fees are ONLY $65 (ITF Member) and $80 (Non-ITF Member).

Pre-Event

The 2010 season is winding down and we are gearing up for iTurfExpo, to be held on
Wednesday, September 22nd, starting at 8 a.m. Mark your calendars! The iTurfExpo is the
Illinois Turfgrass Foundation's (ITF) premier outdoor tradeshow/research event that combines
aspects from the Illinois Professional Turf Conference (IPTC) and popular Midwest Field Day
into one unified event. Moving forward in 2010, this year’s iTurfExpo promises to deliver. The
morning schedule will include Research and University Evaluation Presentations including talks
by:
o
Dr. Jim Kerns, Wisconsin: A Fairway Fungicide Trail And A Calculator: Testing A New
Dollar Spot Forecasting Model
o
Dr. Cale Bigelow, Purdue: Newer Dollar Spot Resistant Bentgrass Cultivars for
Midwest Golf Greens: A North Central Region Collaborative Effort
o
Dr. Ron Calhoun, Michigan State: The GDD Tracker Improves Turfgrass IPM: Growing
Degree Day
o
Illinois based researchers Dr. Bruce Branham, Dr. Ken Diesburg, Dr. Derek Settle,
University of Illinois Extension, and CDGA staff (Tim Sibicky, Nick DeVries)
A complimentary lunch will follow at 12:00 pm and from 12:30 – 5:00pm, attendees will have
time to visit exhibits, see equipment demonstrations & product trials, and take part in various
social events. This year, I am also hearing arrangements made for opportunities to win prizes.
Questions or Comments? Luke Cella at admin@illinoisturfgrassfoundation.org or 630.243.7900.

Rincker 8-24-09
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Nick DeVries - NDevries@cdga.org www.cdgaturf.com
Research Assistant and Internet Communications Manager
Powered by Google
If having your company’s name added to the English dictionary isn’t enough, Google has also
earned recognition from Fortune magazine as the best place to work in the United States. Google
is best known for its informal corporate culture that creates a healthy environment for creative
minds to succeed. High employee morale is achieved through offering amenities including rock
climbing, foosball tables, and a workout gym all at the corporate office. But all this pampering
has paid off because Google employees have produced some very innovative web tools. Tools
that benefit everyone from the Craigslist bargain shopper to search engine optimizers – all free.
Alerts
Alerts is a tool that gives you email updates of the latest relevant Google results (web, news,
blog posts, etc.) based on your choice of query or topic. Alerts allows you know to instantly
when any content hits the web containing the keywords you select. Use Google Alerts to monitor
a developing news story, keep current on a competitor and/or industry, get the latest on a
celebrity or event, and keep tabs on your favorite sports teams. I also think it is smart to use your
name or your business name as a search term. By doing this you will be the first to know when
anything on the web is created about you or your organization. If you are interested in search
engine optimization – aka ranking higher in a Google search – then you can use alerts to see
how aggressively competing websites are targeting keywords that you are interested in.
To get started using Google Alerts visit google.com/alerts
Google Analytics
Google Analytics is another free tool that gives statistics and other useful information about the
visitors to your blog or website. It is easy to setup and you only need a Google email account to
get started. There is an education section filled with videos and seminars on how to get started.
But in reality, the statistics and user interface is pretty self explanatory.
For anyone that uses reciprocal linking as a means of search engine optimization – Google
Analytics can be used to see if your reciprocal links are active and also how much traffic is
driven from sites that refer to your site. For example, through Google Analytics I found out that
the Greens Department at Naperville Country Club linked to the CDGA Turfgrass website on
their blog – www.napervilleccgrounds.blogspot.com – Dap to Tim and Steve! Google Analytics
also informed me that the largest website to drive traffic to www.cdgaturf.com is our twitter
account (twitter.com/CDGATurf). Seeing this statistic was very reassuring to me because I
sometimes feel like Twitter is a waste of time. Visit www.google.com/analytics to get started.
Information on the visitors to your website is FREE (www.cdgaturf.com statistics below)
• Browsers – Internet Explorer - 60%, Firefox - 35%, Safari - 4% , Chrome - 2%
• Screen Resolution - 1024x768 - 18.5%, 1280x960 – 15%, 1280 x 1024 – 12%
• Traffic sources
°Direct - 60%
°Referring Sites – 21%
°Search Engine – 19%
• Mobile Devices – iPad - 50%, iPhone – 25%, Android – 25%
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Google Reader and RSS

Real Simple Syndication (RSS)
Real Simple Syndication is a way to easily view headlines, updates, and content from multiple
websites in one location. An RSS Feed is what you subscribe to on a website to receive
notifications when new content has been posted. Blogs are the most common RSS feeds because
they are constantly updated with new posts. RSS serves two major functions: to inform you as
soon as new content has been posted, and to present the information in a standard format.
RSS Readers
An RSS Reader or Aggregator is a computer program that works on your behalf to watch for
new content on websites you care about. When something new is posted on a website you have
subscribed the aggregator will display a notification that includes the article title, short
description, and link. This allows you to quickly glance through multiple headlines and move on
if you are not interested. Let’s say for example you have ten websites that you like to read on a
frequent basis. You could visit each website one at a time to maybe find new content... or you
could subscribe to the RSS feeds on those websites (if they have them) and receive notifications
when fresh material has been posted.
Craigslist and RSS
Anyone that uses Craigslist knows that the best deals on everything from apartments to
electronics go to the person that replies first to a listing. When making a big decision like where
you are going to live or what you are going to drive – you want the upper hand right? That is
why Craigslist adding a RSS feed to their search results page is such a big deal. It means that you
no longer have to search again and again for new listings; the results can come right to you.
Search Craigslist for what you are looking for just as usual, but when the results are created click
the RSS link tucked in the lower right corner to get matches sent straight to your aggregator.
Some search feeds that I made include;
• vinyl for under $5 in Chicago
• Weird stuff in Forest Park
• Free stuff in Downers Grove
• One bedroom apartments with hardwood floors and a view for under $1200 in Chicago
Ways to Subscribe
There are two ways to subscribe to an RSS feed. The first way is to visit the website you want to
subscribe to and click the orange RSS icon. A window will pop up asking which RSS aggregator
you use, then just select your program and you are now subscribed. The second option is to
subscribe to an RSS feed through your Aggregator by searching for the website you want to
subscribe to.
There are a lot of different RSS Aggregators but I use Google Reader because it is simple and
also connected to my Gmail account. Visit google.com/reader
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Final images – Our native areas are starting to look more and more like Fall

Fall. Aster flowers begin to bloom in a native planting on a Chicago Golf Course. Settle 9-8-10

Fall. Goldenrod cascades gracefully. It reminded me of a Norway Spruce this day. Settle 9-8-10
Thank you for your continued support and communication...
Derek, Tim, and Nick – The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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